DEAR COLLEAGUES

By Nicolette Peyre
IASK – President

Dear colleagues,

We met for our Annual General Meeting (AGM) in Kirchzarten (Germany) on September 14th, during the IKC Conference, beautifully organized by Suzanne Degendorfer, Alfred Schatz and the IAK team. Kirchzarten (near Freiburg) is a small, lovely village in the Black Forest and, as a French Gourmet; I can vouch for its incredibly good food and heart-warming welcome!

Let’s come back to the AGM, though. Once again, we all felt how important it is for us, as kinesiologists, to meet in an international setting. We all felt the elation of simply - and freely - sharing from the heart.

When asked about what the benefits of membership to IASK are, we answered that of course there are concrete benefits: being listed with one’s own personal page – and schedule- on the IASK website, discounts on all activities organized by IASK and of course the Newsletters. However, for us the main reason for becoming a member is that you feel you share the ideals of IASK.

EDITORIAL

20 YEARS OLD! 20 YEARS ACTIVE!

The world is changing every minute. New stars in the sky have been discovered and named; new inventions, techniques and happenings are changing history; and they influence our routine every minute.

In the Kinesiology field, it is up to us, IASK, to inform the public about the Kinesiology Culture and the important things that made IASK the unique institution that it is. We take in all Kinesiology Modalities, from all nationalities, without any form of discrimination.

In 1987, with these kinds of thoughts and feelings, a group of Kinesiology lovers founded IASK. Since then, we have passed through a lot of meaningful times, and we have arrived at IASK as we have it today. We have assumed the obligation of maintaining a quality Association that binds Kinesiologists and Associations from several countries. What we want is to inform Kinesiologists of the development, research and the most recent happenings in the Kinesiology field - worldwide.

We established up-to-date bylaws that are attuned to our reality as well as our Code of Ethics.

We developed a Website (www.iask.org) where everyone can access updated information, opinions, articles, research, letters from Kinesiologists, and find out what is happening in the field.

We created a Readers’ Corner in our Newsletter, to better consider suggestions, appeals or questions.

We thank and congratulate our friends, Kinesiologists, users and readers from every IASK modality.

We want you to keep in mind that an anniversary is always a time to remember the better moments we had in the past, to make plans for the future and to celebrate together the present, always connected with people we love and with the ones that we know love us too.

So, come to France!

Let’s celebrate the 20th IASK anniversary together!

Verônica Affonso
On behalf of the IASK Board
Although I know this is maybe not the best selling argument, it is the only one we feel is worth our commitment to IASK.

We are also preparing our next Conference! It will take place near Paris (France) from May 25th to May 28th 2007 plus 4 post-conference workshops. We will have speakers from Australia, Brazil, France, Japan, Russia, and the United States.

And of course, we will have time for all our members to network, share information about ongoing research projects, legal environment and other developments in their regions, as well as balances and fun.

There will be plenty of opportunities for a lot of fun during the gala evening on Sunday. We shall spend the evening having a dinner cruise on the “Seine River” in the center of Paris, a very efficient and comfortable way of seeing the best sights and of having a good overview of Paris by Night!

The venue itself is comfortable with no superfluous luxury, which makes it possible to have an early bird price at 490 euros, everything included.

Register as soon as possible in order to benefit from our early bird price!! You will be able to pay soon by credit card directly on the website. Check our Event page for more details.

The Board wish you all
a very happy and productive Year 2007 !!

Nicolette Peyre
IASK President
IASK invites you to the IASK 2007 Conference

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING ALL OF YOU IN FRANCE, MAY 25TH TO 28TH, 2007!

INVITATION

The next Conference takes place from May 25th to May 28th, 2007 in France.

The Conference will follow the Copenhagen format:

- Few speakers and a lot of time for sharing news and Forum.

The Gala dinner on Sunday night will be a great opportunity to see the sights of beautiful Paris! We shall enjoy a diner cruise on the “Seine River”, a very efficient way to get the best overview of Paris by night!

The venue itself is comfortable and it makes it possible to have an early bird price at 490 euros, everything included.

Register early if you want to see Paris by Night!
IASK was created as a forum for all Specialized Kinesiologists in June of 1987. Now, 20 years later, we invite you to join us in celebrating IASK’s Platinum Anniversary

- Meet new friends and greet old colleagues from around the world.
- Share the news from your country with Specialized Kinesiologists from other nations.
- Listen to speakers from around the world (Australia, Brazil, France, Japan, Russia, USA)
- Stay one more day and attend a one-day workshop on ‘Ethics’ - How to use it with your clients and how to teach it to your students, or on Zen Counseling and Kinesiology.
- Stay until June 1st and attend a 2-day workshop with Francis Vieules, creator of Adaptogenesis’ or with Svetlana Masgutova, creator of the Masgutova method of Reflex integration for learning
- And much more…

So spread the news about the 20th Anniversary IASK International Kinesiology Conference in 2007. Everyone is welcome - colleagues and people simply interested in what Kinesiology has to offer.

See details on our website: www.iask.org
(You can also take a look at Conference Venue: Le Bois du Lys - http://alavi.nerim.net/menu.htm)
IASK CONFERENCE 2007 REGISTRATION

PLEASE SEND BACK TO: Sylviane Vrillonneau,
4 rue de Melun - 77930 Perthes-en-Gâtinais - France

IASK BANK ACCOUNT
BNP PARIBAS FRANCE
Code BIC ou SWIFT: BNPAFRPPMEL
IBAN FR 76 30004 02043 00010053273 64

PLEASE, write in CAPITALS!

NAME: ___________________________________________ F IRST NAME : ________________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________________ C OUNTRY: __________________________
PHONE: ____________________________________________ F AX: _____________________________________________
E-MAIL: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

ABOUT YOUR REGISTRATION PAYMENT

(the price below is for Conference and stay at full pension including the Gala Evening.)

Check off your choice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Per person in double room</th>
<th>Single room</th>
<th>Per person in single room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By February, 20th 2007</td>
<td>€ 490,00</td>
<td>+ € 60,00</td>
<td>€ 550,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By March, 10th 2007</td>
<td>€ 530,00</td>
<td>+ € 60,00</td>
<td>€ 590,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By April, 20th 2007</td>
<td>€ 570,00</td>
<td>+ € 60,00</td>
<td>€ 630,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF YOU CAN´T STAY FOR THE WHOLE CONFERENCE:

Daily Rate Friday 26th: .................... € 110,00* □
Daily Rate Saturday 27th: .................. € 110,00* □
(+ Gala evening du 27th): ............... € 150,00 □
Daily Rate Sunday 28th: .................... € 110,00* □

*The price below is for Conference, lunch and breaks

NB: According to the law of non-profit organisation in France, if you’re not yet a member, you have the choice:
become □ a supporting member (add 20 €), become □ a regular member (add 40 € to the price below).

YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR ROOM NOW:

□ I want a single room
□ I want to share a room with ____________________________
□ I am looking for a roommate ____________________________

ABOUT THE PAYMENT

- Check payable to IASK Bank Account (payment by check ONLY if you have a French Bank Account)
- Please make sure that you pay the expenses for transfer of money in your own Country and in France

ABOUT MEALS:

- I require Vegetarian Meals □ OTHER □ ____________________________

ABOUT REFUND:

- Refund request must be in writing.
- Full refund requests need to be postmarked by February, 20th 2007.
- 75% of your payment will be refunded through March, 20th 2007.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

- Please review our Newsletter or our Website www.iask.org or
- Contact Conference chairpersons by e-mail:
  Sylviane Vrillonneau, SYLVRI@wanadoo.fr, or + 33 1 60 66 02 44
The next IASK Annual General Meeting will take place during the IASK Conference, in May 27th 2007, in France, from 02.00 p.m. – 04:30 p.m.

The Provisional Agenda for AGM in Dammary-Les-Lys, France

AGENDA

1- Welcome by the President Nicolette Peyre
2- Proclamation of Chairman (MC)
3- Proclamation of recording secretary
4- Acceptance of the minutes from the AGM in Kirchzarten
5- Report from the President
6- Financial report
7- Elections*
8- Website / Newsletter
9- Membership:
   - Dues: the Board suggest that they remain at their present level of 40 euros for regular member, 20 euros for supporting member and 100 euros for Associate member.
10- Date and place of 2008 AGM
11- Date and place of 2009 AGM and International Conference
12- Miscellaneous

All IASK members are welcome to send their proposals for any point to be included under Miscellaneous before April 26th.

Please send your proposals directly by e-mail to the President of IASK, Nicolette Peyre (n.peyre@skynet.be).

*Verônica Affonso, Kathie Guhl, Birgit Nielsen and Nicolette Peyre put their positions up for election this year, Verônica and Nicolette have offered to be re-elected for another four years. Ann Mc Ferron from USA, Muna Ghareeb Ali from Kowait and Alain Vignogna from Switzerland have offered to be elected.

If you wish to join the Board, please contact us quickly.

If you do not plan to attend, please send your voting form or your proxy to IASK’s Home Office before May 11th.

Thank you for participating!

VOTING FORM

Send back to: IASK Home Office
c/o Sylviane Vrillonneau 4 rue de Melun 77930 Perthes-en-Gâtinais France

Postmarked no later than midnight on May, 11th


☐ I have paid my dues for 2007. Please find enclosed a signed copy of the Code of Ethics.
☐ I have already paid my dues for 2007 and signed the IASK Code of Ethics.

Date: Signature:

Send back to IASK Home Office
ABOUT THE LECTURES AND SPEAKERS

IASK PRESENTS
AROUND THE WORLD WITH THE SPEAKERS

KENICHI ISHIMARU, FROM JAPAN
Saturday, 26th May 2007, from 02:00 to 02:45 p.m.

ZEN & KINESIOLOGY

Kinesiology is Zen. Zen trusts any person as a Buddha. Kinesiology also trusts any person as a great human being. The technique is a little different, but the essence is the same. When we use Kinesiology as a method of looking inside, it can be a great method for Enlightenment. Many would like to use it for medication, but it should be used for meditation. In order to use it for meditation, I would like to introduce Zen Counseling.

SHORT BIOGRAPHY:
KENICHI ISHIMARU encountered Kinesiology in 1990. He established all of the kinesiology work in Japan. He published all of the textbooks of Three In One Concepts. He originated their work in Japan. Now he is an IKC Faculty member. He is also a Brain Gym instructor. He published all of TFH and Edu-K main texts. He is the founder of Zen Counseling & Touch for Health. Currently, Mr. Kenichi teaches Zen Counseling in Hong Kong, India, Germany and Japan. He is the immediate past president of the Touch For Health Association Japan.

RICHARD & SHANTI DUREE, FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Saturday, 26th May, from 03:20 to 04:05 p.m.

SUBCONSCIOUS RESPONSES AND THEIR AFFECTS ON HEALTH AND DISEASE

In this presentation we will look at the role of unconscious learning on the body-mind's responses to perception. Coloration between inherited and learned perception; emotional responses and behaviors will be explored in relation to protein transcription and its affect on health and disease processes in the body. The role of neuroenergetic psychology in tracking unconscious drivers and de-conditioning habituated response patterns will also be covered.

SHORT BIOGRAPHY:
RICHARD AND SHANTI DUREE have been pioneers in the field of Energy Psychology and Kinesiological Energy Medicine for over 33 years. Their programs are taught worldwide at professional schools of complementary medicine. They have served as two of the original Instructor Trainers for the Touch For Health foundation, where they team-taught for many years with Gordon Stokes, co-creator of the One Brain System. SHANTI co-created and directed the Physical Therapy Center in Mill Valley, CA. Her background includes training in massage therapy, Ortho-bionomy, Reiki, Yoga, Polarity Therapy, NLP and women’s studies. RICHARD is a Master Kinesiologist (old IASK) and served as the head of Research and Development for Dr. John Thie, creator of the Touch for Health Program. Richard worked for many years with Olympic and other world-class professional athletes under the direction of Dr. Leroy Perry of the International Sports Medicine Institute, Los Angeles. At the Renaissance Clinic in Nassau, Bahamas, they researched the effects of muscle balancing and energy psychology on stress and aging under the direction of Dr. Ivan Popov, M.D. Richard was a science contributor to the book “Energy Medicine” by Donna Eden and David Finestine. They currently serve on the board of Directors of the Neuroenergetic Psychology Foundation a California based non-profit corporation for education, research and enhancing public awareness of somatic psychology. IRS 501(c)3.
FRANCIS VIEULES, FROM FRANCE
Sunday, 27th May 2007 from 09:15 to 10:00 a.m.

THE FIVE BODY SPLITS

Five major body splits cut the body at the neck level, at the belt level, at the right /left level, at the front/back level, at the limb roots.

There is a link between the Five Body Splits and the five elements of traditional Chinese medicine, psychological behavior, and blind spots in some parts of the body. The Five body splits are obstacles to the whole body perception and impose an increased effort to the muscle system. The persistence of the Five body splits is one of the reasons that some kinesiology corrections don’t last. The Five body splits correction puts the “hara”, the center of energy, in the right place.

SHORT BIOGRAPHY:
Francis Vieules has worked for 15 years as a trainer in social and health care institutions. He is a Touch For Health Instructor, and is also trained in Three in One Concepts, Brain Gym, PKP and Applied Physiology. He directed a research team on Kinesiology for several years and has always advocated close cooperation with health professionals. He is the creator of “Adaptogenese”, a synthesis of concepts coming from the fields of Energy work, osteopathy, chiropraxis, naturopathy, human sciences ... He is the director of EDUTM, a training organism and co-founder of interdisciplinary Society for Posturology of the French Midi-Pyrénées.

KATHIE GUHL, FROM UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Sunday, 27th May 2007, from 11:00 to 11:30 a.m.

ETHICS: CHIRON, THE WOUNDED HEALER
SHORT BIOGRAPHY
(See details on page 10)

NB: This presentation will be followed by a 45 minutes IASK forum on Ethics. Be prepared!

IGNEZ CARVALHO, FROM BRAZIL
Sunday, 27th May 2007, from 05:00 to 05:30 p.m.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DEEP COURSE OF MERIDIANS AND COLLATERALS CHANNELS
CORRECTING BODY MUSCLES THROUGH HEAD, FACE AND NECK MUSCLES:
THE PUMPING OF THE OROFACIAL MUSCLES AS MUSCLE/MERIDIAN CORRECTION TECHNIQUE

Any speech therapist recognizes that the muscular exercises from neck and head muscles, especially on Orofacial muscles and voice work, produce a change in patients’ general feeling of wellbeing.

Analyzing the course of meridians channels and their collaterals, we can explain and demonstrate the importance theses muscles have in maintaining the integrity of the channels flux.

SHORT BIOGRAPHY:
Ignez Carvalho, an IASK member in the old times, has been involved in Kinesiology since 1991.
She is graduated in FONOAUDIOLOGIA – SPEECH THERAPY in 1976.
Mrs. Carvalho is an important name in Kinesiology in Rio de Janeiro. She works in several Kinesiology Modalities, such as Touch For Health, NOT, Wellness Kinesiology, Three In One Concepts, Self Help and Balanceamento Muscular.
The Masgutova Method of Reflex Integration:
The implication of the natural, genetic origins of the Movement System for Learning and Development

During the talk you will come to know more about the dynamics of a Reflex development and the processes that bring into co-operation the back brain system (survival) and the cortex (new learning, abstract thinking).
The presentation also will demonstrate the main results of the research work on Reflex Integration in children with challenges like Dyslexia, Hyperlexia, ADD, ADHD, Autism …We will see some reflex patterns such as Robinson Grasp and Hands Pulling for supporting the writing skills; Eyes horizontal and vertical tracking, Eyes staring for reading; Sequential fingers opening for calculation skills and other mathematic skills; Asymmetrical and symmetrical Tonic Neck Reflex - for hearing space development and for binocular seeing and binaural hearing.
The Reflex Integration Program is based on a non-invasive and soft integrating process and playful exercises.

Short Biography:
Svetlana Masgutova, Ph. D. in Developmental and Educational Psychology, International Edu-K Faculty of the Educational Kinesiology Foundation (USA), International Edu-K Faculty for Russia, Edu-K Mentor for Poland for over 16 years.
She worked as a University lecturer and Russian Educational Academy scientific worker and now is the Director of International Dr. Svetlana Masgutova Institute for Movement Development and Reflex Integration (TM), the author of 85 works on psychology, education, NeuroKinesiology, Edu-K, Art-Kinesiology(TM), and movement development.
Since 1989, Svetlana has been leading the research work on the Edu-K Methods, and studying the influence of movements on different aspects of a person and his learning challenges. The main idea of her work is to use the Developmental Movement and Reflex Integration to facilitate emotional recovery, motor-physical and sensory-motor rehabilitation, learning and development processes in a person.
Now she lives in Poland and teaches NeuroKinesiology, Edu-K, THF and her other programs. She teaches her NeuroKinesiology programs on Integration of Infant and Lifelong Reflex in Poland and in other countries - Germany, Sweden, France, Belgium, the USA, Canada, Singapore and other.
She organizes and sponsors the work of Foreign Edu-K specialists in Poland and Russia.

Human Energetics

Energetic anatomy is the study and description of the human energetic structures like Chakras, Meridians, Nadis (which includes Kundalini), Aura and Figure 8 Energies (Webbing).
Yogic techniques such as Hatha yoga, and mudras are all ways of affecting the nadis and therefore the Chakras.
Nadis distribute energy between the Chakras. Hatha yoga postures (asanas) effect the way prana flows through the Chakras. Chakras have a Yin and a Yang aspects. We will see how formatting enables the kinesiologist to access ‘The Energetic Moro’ which affect Relationships.

Short Biography:
Hugo Tobar has spent 5 years training with Dr. Charles Krebs, 3 years in India studying Eastern Philosophies and 4 years studying Civil Engineering in both Australia and Ecuador. He has also done two years of Denise Crundall’s Reiki volunteers program, which gives an extra dimension to his Kinesiological development.
Hugo brings a fresh and innovative approach to his work. He has been developing exciting new breakthroughs and is in high demand to teach his research all over the world. His work is recommended as advanced training for LEAP practitioners both in Australia and in Europe.
ETHICS

VERY GOOD ETHICS IN OUR FIELD OF WORK ARE ESSENTIAL!
WE ARE PROUD TO INTRODUCE:
‘CHIRON, THE WOUNDED HEALER’
A WORKSHOP ON ETHICS…WITH KATHIE GUHL

Basic Ethical Standards are essential for any profession to grow. While some classes briefly discuss ethics, very few include an in-depth discussion of ethical behavior and attitudes. We are attempting here to create a standard of ethics that can be accepted worldwide, by ourselves as practitioners, by the public in general, and by any official agencies or governments that may have regulation authority over our practices.

CHIRON: THE WOUNDED HEALER WORKSHOP

In the Basic Ethics Workshop we will explore the myth of Chiron, the Wounded Healer. We will examine our deepest ethical beliefs and how our own personal internal wounds challenge them. The 8-hour workshop is interactive, and includes role-playing, group discussion and balancing. No pre-requisites.

The costs? 100 €. Class fee includes handouts and a class book. (Participants at the conference will receive a 25% discount.)

This is the first class in a series of three workshops addressing ethics in the Energy Kinesiology field.

KATHIE GUHL - BIOGRAPHY:
Kathie Guhl has been in private practice for 19 years. Initially trained in liberal arts and philosophy, she worked in a child abuse agency and owned her own tile mural business. She started with Kinesiology in 1988. She has been an IASK member since 1989 and active on the Board since 2003. Ms. Guhl works with Kinesiology in several Modalities: The Brain (Brain Wave Organization); Applied Physiology; One Brain (3 in 1 Concepts); Touch for Health; Blueprint (Educating Alternatives)...

She began her energy kinesiology career by working with Richard Utt of Applied Physiology, Gordon Stokes of Three In One Concepts, and Charles Krebs of Melbourne Applied Physiology. She has also worked with top professionals in the field of child abuse and neglect, and has written several workshops in the energy kinesiology field. Currently, Ms. Guhl teaches throughout the United States and Europe, and is on the board of directors of IASK. She is the immediate past president of the Energy Kinesiology Association.

Kathie says, “Kinesiology is a passion for me. I am working on the IASK board because I want to introduce Kinesiology to as many people as possible. It is important for all kinesiologists from all countries to come together with a common purpose to help expand the work. Someday Kinesiology will be a viable alternative to people everywhere”.
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**Francis Vieules, from France**

**Cranial Bones and Vertebrae, Level 1 (2-Day Workshop)**

30th & 31st May – 2007 (09:00 a.m. – 05:00 p.m.)

In this training we will discover the anatomy of the cranial bones and how to test them by located touch and double circuit location; that is to say, by touching 2 acupuncture points.

We will make the corrections through 28 specifics emotions and a holographic system that balances the entire body.

We will also train ourselves to correct vertebra in the same way. We will explore a 6-in-1 barometer connecting 6 emotions with each other. This barometer tells the story of the vertebra imbalance.

Cost: 200 €

Pre-requisite: TFH 4 or One Brain 6 (Structural Neurology) or equivalent

---

**Kenichi Ishimaru, from Japan**

**Zen and Kinesiology**

29th May – 2007 (09:00 a.m. – 05:00 p.m.)

Zen Counseling is not really counseling in a way, because no advice is allowed.

In this workshop you will learn that if you stop behaving as a therapist, your client will receive much more benefit.

I give you a chance to see your client as a Buddha.

Cost: 100 €

---

**Kathie Guhl, from United States of America**

**Ethics -**

29th May – 2007 (09:00 a.m. – 05:00 p.m.)

(See page 10)

---

**Svetlana Masgutova, from Russia**

**Integration of Reflexes into Scholl, Skills and Movement System**

30th & 31 May – 2007 (09:00 a.m. – 05:00 p.m.)

(See page 9)
## POST-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP REGISTRATION FORM

**Please send back to:** Sylviane Vrillonneau, 4 rue de Melun 77930 Perthes-en-Gâtinais, France

### IASK BANK ACCOUNT
BNP PARIBAS FRANCE
Code BIC ou SWIFT :
BNPAFRPPMEL
IBAN FR 76 30004 02043 00010053273 64

**PLEASE, write in CAPITALS!**

| NAME: ___________________________ | FIRST NAME: ___________________________ |
| COUNTRY: __________________________________________________________________________________________ |
| PHONE: ___________________________ | FAX: ___________________________ |
| E-MAIL: ____________________________________________________________________________________________ |

---

**SEND BACK BEFORE APRIL 25th 2007**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Workshop name</th>
<th>Your choice</th>
<th>Attend the conference</th>
<th>Your choice</th>
<th>Don’t attend the conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 29th</td>
<td>Ethics with Kathie Guhl</td>
<td>75 €</td>
<td>100 €</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 29th</td>
<td>Zen &amp; Kinesiologie with Kenichi Ishimaru</td>
<td>75 €</td>
<td>100 €</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30th &amp; 31st</td>
<td>Method… with Svetlana Masgutova</td>
<td>150 €</td>
<td>200 €</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 29th &amp; 31st</td>
<td>Cranial bones &amp; Vertebrae with F. Vieules</td>
<td>150 €</td>
<td>200 €</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Pension</td>
<td>Per day in double room: 71 € x …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Pension</td>
<td>Per day in single room: 83 € x …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Pension</td>
<td>Per day in triple room: 67 € x …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch &amp; breaks</td>
<td>Per day: 35 € x …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL TO PAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NB:** According to the law of non-profit organisation in France, if you’re not yet a member, you have the choice: become a supporting member (add 20 €), become a regular member (add 40 € to the price below).

**YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR ROOM NOW:**
- □ I want a single room
- □ I want to share a room with ____________________________
- □ I am looking for a room mate ____________________________

**ABOUT THE PAYMENT**
- Check payable to IASK Bank Account (ONLY if you have a French Bank Account)
- Please make sure that you pay the expenses for transfer of money in your own Country and in France

**ABOUT MEALS:**
- □ I require Vegetarian Meals
- □ OTHER ____________________________

**ABOUT REFUND:**
- Refund request must be in writing.
- 75% of your payment will be refunded from February, 15th through March, 15th 2007.
- No refund after March, 15th 2007.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:**
- Please review our Newsletter or our Website [www.iask.org](http://www.iask.org) or
- contact Conference chairpersons by e-mail: Sylviane Vrillonneau, SYLVRI@wanadoo.fr, or + 33 1 60 66 02 44

---

**FEMALE: □ MALE: □**
IASK A.G.M. - KIRCHZARTEN, GERMANY

MINUTES OF THE 2006 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SPECIALIZED KINESIOLOGISTS - IASK

KIRCHZARTEN, GERMANY - THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14\textsuperscript{TH}, 2006

**PRESENT:** Board members: Birgitta Birath, Annemarie Goldschmidt, Birgit Nielsen, Nicolette Peyre, Sylviane Vrillonneau and 27 participants.

**EXCUSED:** Board members: Verônica Affonso, Kathie Guhl, Diego Vellam.

1 - **WELCOME BY THE PRESIDENT**

Nicolette Peyre opened the meeting at 19.45 and welcomed the members present. She thanked the International Kinesiology College for inviting IASK to have our Annual General Meeting (AGM) at their conference as well as AIK, the Conference organizers. Synergies are possible and are better than indifference or fighting.

2 - **PROCLAMATION OF CHAIRPERSON**

Annemarie Goldschmidt was proclaimed Chairperson of the AGM. Presentation of the participants and nationalities: Denmark, France, Belgium, USA, Swiss, Germany, Italy, and Sweden. The chairperson suggested that each participant share what’s happening in his or her respective countries under Miscellaneous. Everybody approved the agenda.

3 - **PROCLAMATION OF RECORDING SECRETARY**

Birgit Nielsen was proclaimed Recording Secretary for the AGM.

4 - **APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE 2005 COPENHAGEN AGM**

The minutes from the AGM held in Copenhagen in 2005 were unanimously approved.

5 - **PRESIDENT’S REPORT**

Nicolette recalled that the conference in Copenhagen was a big success. The IASK format with only a few speakers and where everybody can networking and have their say throughout the Conference (Country reports, IASK - forums or through sharing ideas), worked out very well.

We had a very good board meeting in Paris in January. Although board members pay all their own expenses, everyone came including our members from the USA and from Brazil. A great brainstorming session ended with an enlarged vision as to what IASK can bring its members. Kathie Guhl said that EnKA, the American association, has developed a class on Ethics that could be made available to associations and teachers around the world and be presented at the IASK Paris Conference in May 2007. Annemarie Goldschmidt has participated in several research projects and in a seminar about the setting up of scientific protocols adapted to Complementary and Alternative Medicines. She will offer a workshop on that topic to help kinesiologists around the world to work in research projects together with scientists. Birgit Nielsen has been working closely with teachers and will develop in time a workshop on teaching skills adapted to kinesiologists.

We are working at a better way of paying the dues. We hope that it will be possible to pay directly on the website with credit card.

The next IASK Conference will take place in Paris from May 25th to May 28th 2007. The TFH Newsletter, e-Touch, announces that we are in Utah in June 2007. We might participate but this is not an IASK Conference. However, synergies are possible and are far more positive than
indifference or fighting. An American participant, Ann Mc Ferron stressed that we are much stronger when we are united.

We have a new website and it is faster than before. Birgit will talk about it under item 7 on the agenda. We need to flesh it out. One of the goals of IASK is to give everyone access to a big database of standards of training, accreditation criteria and accredited courses adopted at the national and regional levels. All associations are encouraged to send them to us to be posted on the website. The American association has now voted standards that are similar to those of Australia and Canada, and all 3 countries are going to automatically recognize what has been accredited by the other 2. It would be great if that could be extended worldwide. Annemarie Goldschmidt explains that, in Denmark, the Government has accredited some associations, which are entitled to register people working in the CAM field as professionals.

6 - Financial report

The accounts for the Conference in Denmark were partly in Euros, partly in Danish crowns and that has made things very difficult for the treasurer.

Shanti Duree (USA) and Heidi Hock (Germany) have checked the accounts and given the all clear. We still have to send some Newsletters and all certificates and receipts by snail-mail, which is costly. However costs are kept very low and Board members, especially the treasurer, do a lot.

53 members have paid their dues so far. A lot of colleagues share the ideals of IASK. However, they tend to become members when they can pay straight away and then not renew because it is difficult to pay their dues at present. The banking system is improving and we will soon have an answer as to whether IASK can take credit cards.

We have already paid a fair amount to book the conference space for next year.

The AGM approved the accounts.

7 - Website:

Birgit explained the new website to the members present. We have now added Country buttons for each country to post their criteria and standards and legislation and accredited courses. We need associations to send the corresponding information!

Each member can be registered on the directory. They need to fill in the form that they can download from the website: www.iask.org

They can also send a word document with more information about themselves and their schedules for instance.

8 - Dues

The Board decided to set the dues for Associate Members at 100 €.

The President of the German Association DGAK, Klaus Wienert, raised the question of membership through associations. Ann Mc Feron suggested that dues could be minimal then (5 $ for instance) and that it would be a first step towards raising the consciousness of American kinesiologists as to the importance of belonging to a worldwide association. The Board is reluctant to come back to ‘indirect’ membership although they recognize the need for more cooperation with associations to reach members. The Board is going to study the matter in more depth.

This point gave rise to a general discussion on the definition of kinesiology and kinesiologist. Nicolette read the definitions in the Bylaws. Klaus Wienert asked “What is ‘precision muscle-testing’? Also, we need definitions not limitations”. Richard Duree suggested we all have a look at the standards developed by our colleagues in Spain to be recognized by the Government of Catalonia. But people do things differently in different countries and it is difficult to make worldwide standards for anything. That discussion was taken up somewhat at the end of the AGM.
9 - **DATE AND PLACE OF THE NEXT CONFERENCE AND AGM**

The next Conference will take place From May 25th to May 28th – 2007, in France.
The next AGM will take place on Saturday 26th of May 2007 from 15h45 to 18h15.
The Conference will follow the Copenhagen format:

- Few speakers and a lot of time for sharing news and Forums.

10 - **MISCELLANEOUS**

Birgitta Birath suggested we find a logo to represent Kinesiology worldwide. Please send your drawings, sketches or other ideas to [info@iask.org](mailto:info@iask.org). She also announced that the Scandinavian network started at the last IASK conference in Denmark was becoming a Nordic network now that Finland has joined Denmark, Sweden and Norway. They will have a website where classes organized in all 4 countries can be advertised together.

The AGM ended with a ‘tour de table’ where everybody who so wished could say something. All participants said they enjoyed the atmosphere and the feeling of freedom and equality reflected by the exchanges during the AGM. Most underlined the need for more sharing and for supporting IASK as a forum for like-minded practitioners of Kinesiology.

Reporting Secretaries,

Birgit Nielsen and Nicolette Peyre

---

**READERS' CORNER**

😊 ! We are waiting for your News, Comments and Suggestions to be published here

---

I SK

1987 - 2007
OBITUARY

A TRIBUTE TO GORDON STOKES (1929-2006)
THREE IN ONE CONCEPTS

HOW WE’D BEEN NOTIFIED:

FROM THE STAFF OF THREE IN ONE CONCEPTS:
TO HONOR GORDON HONOR HIS WORK!

“On the morning of Sunday August 13th, 2006, Gordon Stokes died peacefully in his sleep while attending a family reunion in Utah with his son Michael. The best way to remember Gordon and show your love and support is to continue your education of Three In One Concepts and fulfil his wishes by helping to make Three In One Concepts a household name. If you teach, we ask that you continue teaching and helping Three In One Concepts to grow worldwide, as Gordon would have wanted. Continue as scheduled in September, and you can honour Gordon's memory by staying updated and spreading the word about the work. This was Gordon’s dream and it continues to be ours. The staff here in Burbank is deeply saddened by the loss of our President and good friend. If you need anything, we are here for you. It remains for us to grieve, honour, and forward what he started.

All of us at Three In One Concepts”

FROM TOUCH FOR HEALTH:
Dear Touch For Health Friends,
With regrets, we wish to inform you that we have lost another of our great Souls, Gordon Stokes. Gordon was a dear friend of the Thie Family and of Touch for Health. The Touch for Health Foundation was formed in 1975. From this time on the teaching program expanded rapidly and Gordon Stokes joined the TFHF staff as a communication trainer. Carrie recruited Gordon after working with him in Parent Effectiveness Training, where they both were certified trainers. Gordon eventually became proficient in the TFH bodywork skills and when Mary Marks left the program to enter Chiropractic College, Gordon became the trainer of both the communication and bodywork skills. Gordon was the international training director and served in this capacity until 1986, when he left to start Three-In-One Concepts.

GORDON STOKES
THREE IN ONE CONCEPTS FOUNDER
★ 1929 - † 2006
Gordon assisted in the first major revision of the TFH book in 1979, at which time the familiar green cover, still featuring the hand of Buddha, was adopted. Gordon also pioneered the integration of the Chinese theory of the Five Elements into the TFH course of study. Our condolences go out to the family and friends of Gordon. We know that you will miss this beautiful Soul.
Love, Carrie Thie, Matthew Thie and Family

FROM THE BOARD OF IASK:

Gordon was a practical man, with a keen sense of aesthetics to guide him through his life. I had the privilege of getting to know him, appreciating his attention for details, for a job well done. After entering the Kinesiology Realm, in the early days when Kinesiology seemed just a weird way of pushing each other’s arm, he offered significant contributions to the discipline through his open, exploratory attitude. Realizing this and much more, in the end Gordon succeeded in accomplishing his final goal: live a full life. Thank you for the gifts, and keep busy while resting in peace…

Diego Vellam
IASK Board Member

Those of us who have been lucky enough to meet Gordon in person will all remember his marvelous unique way of being. He was incredibly humble when one thinks of everything he had 'invented' and taught around the world. Hundreds of thousands of people have been able to get better thanks to the 'One Brain' system he had developed with Daniel Whiteside and Candace Callaway after founding Three in One Concepts. Gordon knew exactly what Acceptance implies, and it was obvious in the way he facilitated people or classes. His listening skills, his patience and Respect are qualities that he insisted all along should be passed on to all participants in One Brain classes. His dream was to share with as many people as possible his awed wonderment at the miracles enabled by gentle muscle monitoring. He also helped many a fledgling kinesiologist to develop his or her own method of working.
The members of the Board of IASK wish to extend their condolences to the family and friends of Gordon Stokes. We miss him. His son Michael Stokes (on the photo below taken on August 12th) has chosen to pursue his father’s work while Daniel Whiteside, Gordon’s partner and co-creator of Three in One Concepts, will focus on writing and teaching. We wish them the best in their endeavours.

Nicolette Peyre
On behalf of the IASK Board

“Photo of Dad and me taken August 12, 2006, approximately 12 hours before Dad left us”
Michael Stokes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>E-mail Addresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annemarie Goldschmidt</td>
<td>Danish, English, German</td>
<td>00 45 39 67 38 38 (Tel.) 00 45 39 67 38 38 (Fax)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dkpaed@yahoo.dk">dkpaed@yahoo.dk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birgit Nielsen</td>
<td>Danish, English, German</td>
<td>00 45 626 230 62 (Tel / Fax)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kines@mail.dk">kines@mail.dk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birgitta Birath</td>
<td>Swedish, English, German</td>
<td>00 46 8 710 3646 (Tel./Fax)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Birgitta.birath@swipnet.se">Birgitta.birath@swipnet.se</a> <a href="mailto:birgitta.birath@glocalnet.net">birgitta.birath@glocalnet.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Vellam</td>
<td>Italian, English, Spanish, French</td>
<td>00 39 2 533 634 (Tel.) 00 39 1782 2258 02 (Fax)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@accademiadikinesiologia.it">info@accademiadikinesiologia.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathie Guhl</td>
<td>American English</td>
<td>00 1 707 935 63 15 (Tel.) 00 1 707 939 08 78 (Fax)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kguhl@sbcglobal.net">kguhl@sbcglobal.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Peyre</td>
<td>French, English, Spanish and Dutch</td>
<td>00 32 2 649 49 68 (Tel./Fax)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:npeyre@skynet.be">npeyre@skynet.be</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylviane Vrillonneu</td>
<td>French, English, Spanish</td>
<td>00 33 (0) 1 60 66 02 44 (Tel./Fax)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:SYLVRI@wanadoo.fr">SYLVRI@wanadoo.fr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verônica Affonso</td>
<td>Portuguese, English, Spanish</td>
<td>00 55 21 25 49 05 28</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kinesiologyveaf@domain.com.br">kinesiologyveaf@domain.com.br</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IASK Board's Faces**
WHAT YOU NEED TO BECOME AN IASK MEMBER
UNDERSTAND AND SUPPORT THE AIMS AND GOALS OF IASK
COME AND JOIN US, SHARE OUR VISION
AS A COMMUNITY OF SPECIALIZED KINESIOLOGISTS!

IASK AIMS
IASK is an international membership association of active Kinesiologists – a group of friends who convey worldwide the spirit and ideals of Kinesiology.
IASK brings together practitioners of all forms of Kinesiology.
The members of IASK support, inspire and enrich each other in their own personal development and professional work.
The abundance of knowledge and experience worldwide can, through sharing, become an invaluable source of productivity and creative growth.

IASK GOALS
- To establish the professional image of Kinesiology worldwide.
- To offer a platform for international exchange of personal and professional experiences.
- To organize international conferences and meetings.
- To be a forum for the introduction and discussion of new Kinesiology techniques.
- To provide guidance to allow practitioners to assume their personal responsibility, based on the IASK Code of Ethics.

MEMBERSHIP
In accordance with the Bylaws

ARTICLE 5: DEFINITIONS
a) Specialized Kinesiology is the art of assessing the energetic systems of a person by using precision muscle testing as a biofeedback mechanism. Using the same feedback, a Specialized Kinesiologist identifies appropriate protocols for promoting, restoring and maintaining balance within these energetic systems.
b) A Specialized Kinesiologist is a registered member of IASK using Specialized Kinesiological Methods and an educational model to improve his/her clients’ awareness and willingness to foster their own wellbeing.

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
There are four categories of membership.

ARTICLE 6a: All members of the Association agree to abide by, and uphold IASK’s Code of Ethics.
a) Membership in IASK is divided into four categories;
   1. REGULAR MEMBERSHIP: Open to anyone who uses Specialized Kinesiology methods with clients and has signed the IASK Code of Ethics. The dues for regular membership are 40 euros.
   2. HONORARY MEMBERSHIP: Offered by the Board of Directors for outstanding contribution to IASK and the field of Specialized Kinesiology. There are no dues for honorary membership.
   3. ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP: Open to anyone or to any organization supporting and wishing to contribute to IASK’s work and aims. The dues for associate membership are 100 euros.
   4. SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP: Open to students and retired Specialized Kinesiologists. The dues for this category of membership are half the amount set for regular members. The dues for supporting membership are 20 euros.

ARTICLE 6b: Regular and honorary members have the right to vote.
ARTICLE 6c: Membership shall be deemed to have lapsed if a member notifies the Board of Directors in writing of his or her intention to resign, or if a member’s dues remain unpaid at the end of three months.
ARTICLE 6d: Membership may be terminated if the Board decides that a member has acted contrary to the purpose or the Code of Ethics of the Association. The member concerned may ask to appear before the Board of Directors in order to appeal the decision.
ARTICLE 7d: Dues shall be set by the Board of Directors at least six (6) months in advance. They are payable within thirty (30) days following reception of the call from the treasurer.

CODE OF ETHICS
IN THE CONDUCT OF MY BUSINESS, I, AS AN IASK MEMBER, COMMIT TO THE FOLLOWING PRINCIPLES:
- I work with my clients in integrity and uphold professional confidentiality.
- I do not diagnose, prescribe or treat unless I have a license to do so.
- I use muscle-testing for bio-feedback purposes related to client education.
- I act in a manner, which reflects my respect and esteem for my clients, students and colleagues.
- I take responsibility for my continued growth and development.
IASK – CODE OF ETHICS

IN THE CONDUCT OF MY BUSINESS, I, AS AN IASK MEMBER, COMMIT TO THE FOLLOWING PRINCIPLES:

- I work with my clients in integrity and uphold professional confidentiality.
- I do not diagnose, prescribe or treat unless I have a license to do so.
- I use muscle-testing for bio-feedback purposes related to client education.
- I act in a manner, which reflects my respect and esteem for my clients, students and colleagues.
- I take responsibility for my continued growth and development.

Date: ______________________ Signature: __________________________________________

________________________

Name: _______________________________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________ City: _____________________________

State / Country: __________________________ Postal Code: _________________________

Phone: __________________________ Fax: __________________________

Mobile: _______________________________________________________________________

e-mail: _______________________________________________________________________
MEMBERSHIP FORM 2007
Renewal ☐ - First Time ☐

Nota Bene: News members and members who have not yet signed the IASK Code of Ethics must send it by regular mail as well as this Membership Form to IASK – HOME OFFICE

REGULAR MEMBERSHIP (I pay my dues, 40 € to IASK) ☐ - SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP (I pay my dues, 20 € to IASK) ☐

Family Name: __________________________
First Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________________
State / Country: _________________________
Home Telephone: ________________________ Business Telephone: ________________
Fax: ________________________________ e-mail: ____________________________

ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A KINESIOLOGY ASSOCIATION IN YOUR COUNTRY? ☐ YES ☐ NO

Name of Association: __________________________

I want to receive the Newsletter by e-mail? ☐ Or by regular mail? ☐
LANGUAGE: English ☐ * French ☐ * Portuguese ☐ * Danish ☐ * Italian ☐ * Swedish ☐ * German ☐ *

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP (I pay my dues: 100 € to IASK):

Name of Organization: __________________________
Address: ________________________________
City/ State: ________________________________ Country : __________________________
Telephones: ________________________________ Fax: __________________________
e-mail: ________________________________

REASONS WHY I WANT TO REMAIN OR BECOME A MEMBER OF IASK
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

IASK BANK ACCOUNT NUMBER: 00010053273 64
ADDRESS: BNP PARIBAS France BNP - St Fargeau Ponthierry
Code BIC or SWIFT: BNPAFRPPMEL
IBAN FR 76 30004 02043 00010053273 64
NB: If you do not receive a receipt within a month please contact the Home Office